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Since 1978, the processing trade has developed greatly and made great 
contribution to the development in our country. Foreign-funded enterprises have 
larger proportion of the processing trade enterprises in China. Feeding processing 
trade is the main business model. It’s out of balance of the processing trade among 
many areas actually. There is a big disparity between the east and the mid-west area 
on both the scale and the speed of the development. It is the trend from 
labour-intensive products to technology-intensive products. And many issues such as 
processing trade surplus ; trade friction; unreasonable structure and low level is 
increasingly revealed. Thus it is urgent to promote the transformation and upgrading 
of processing trade in our country. Hence, the author begins this paper from relevant 
theory in four aspects: comparative advantage theory, H-O theory, the eclectic theory 
of international production, international industrial transfer theory. Then the paper 
analyses the international tendency of international industry transfer and the present 
situation in processing trade. Based on the present situation and relative theory, the 
route to transformation and upgrading of the processing trade in our country are 
presented with other Asian countries or areas experience in processing trade 
transformation and upgrade. Moreover, as one of the important part, the policy of 
promoting transformation and upgrade of processing trade are presented. That is, 
increasing the connection of relevant industry to eliminating “flying effect”; 
improving policies to attract investment and to induce investment to high value-added 
sectors; speeding up the development of high-tech processing trade; displaying 
Industry Cluster advantages to promote the development of SME clusters; forming 
supplementary well-cooperated processing trade development pattern in east and 
mid-west in our country; Changing the traditional method of supervision of 
processing trade and improving the management of processing trade. 
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